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AGENDA ITEM MEMO
BOARD MEETING DATE:
TO:

July 7, 2021

Board Members

THROUGH: Jeff Walker, Executive Administrator
Ashley Harden, General Counsel
Jessica Pena, Deputy Executive Administrator

FROM:

SUBJECT:

T. Clay Schultz, Ph.D., Director, Regional Water Project Development
Annette Mass, Assistant General Counsel
Nancy Richards, Manager, Regional Water Project Development
Amendment to the San Jacinto River Authority project scope

ACTION REQUESTED
Amend by resolution the previously adopted Texas Water Development Board (TWDB)
Resolution No. 17-058, to modify the San Jacinto River Authority’s (Authority) Clean Water
State Revolving Fund project scope.
BACKGROUND
On July 6, 2017, the TWDB, through Resolution No. 17-058 (Attachment 2), approved
$49,000,000 in financing from the Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) for the
Authority. The financial assistance included design and construction of wastewater
improvements for the rehabilitation of approximately two miles of a gravity sewer
interceptor line ranging in diameter from 42 to 72-inches utilizing trenchless construction
methods and work at the Wastewater Treatment Facility No. 1 (WWTF No. 1). The
Authority closed on $42,895,000 in November 2017.

To date, the Authority has completed the rehabilitation of the Bear Branch Gravity Main
project and dewatering improvements at WWTF No. 1. The Authority was in the process of
designing replacement aeration basins at the plant when the member districts of The
Woodlands Division approved the Authority to move forward with a long-term
consolidation study to evaluate community needs, desired level of service, and potential for
efficiency improvements within the system. The Woodlands Wastewater Consolidation
Study will determine if consolidating one or more of the WWTFs into one larger co-located
facility is a better path forward for the community. The study will be conducted in phases
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based on the member districts’ preferences, with two phases likely. Phase I will likely take
one year to complete and is estimated to cost $2,000,000. Phase 2 costs will be determined
at a later time.

In addition to the study, the Authority would also like to add the design, construction and
construction related services of the Southshore Sewer Renewal to its project scope. This
project will rehabilitate several trunk lines that have been shown to be highly deteriorated
during a recent closed-circuit television inspection. The estimated costs for this project are
approximately $9,000,000. To date, there is approximately $24 million remaining in the
project budget.
KEY ISSUES
The Authority’s original commitment included only design and construction phases. The
Authority has requested, via a letter dated April 27, 2021 (Attachment 3), the addition of
the planning phase to its scope with the Woodlands Wastewater Consolidation Study and
the Southshore Renewal project. These additions will allow the Authority to continue its
original effort to address aging infrastructure in the Woodlands system.

RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Administrator recommends that TWDB Resolution No. 17-058 be amended
to add the planning phase and additional construction projects for the Woodlands Division.
The request does not change the total amount of funding already committed to the
Authority and will provide greater flexibility with the available financing for the Authority’s
project needs.
Attachment(s):
1. Proposed TWDB Resolution (21- )
2. TWDB Resolution (17-058)
3. Authority’s request to amend project scope

Attachment 1

A RESOLUTION OF THE TEXAS WATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD
AMENDING TWDB RESOLUTION NO. 17-058
TO EXPAND THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECT FOR THE REMAINING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
OF THE
$43,910,000 SAN JACINTO RIVER AUTHORITY SPECIAL PROJECT REVENUE BONDS
(WOODLANDS WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM AND WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM REPAIR AND
REHABILITATION PROJECTS),
SERIES 2017
(21- )

WHEREAS, at its July 6, 2017, meeting, the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB), by TWDB Resolution No. 17-058, made a commitment to provide financial
assistance to the San Jacinto River Authority (Authority) for the purpose of financing
improvements to the Authority's wastewater system in the amount of $43,910,000.

WHEREAS, the Authority closed on $42,895,000 through the TWDB’s purchase of
$42,895,000 San Jacinto River Authority Special Project Revenue Bonds (Woodlands
Water Supply System and Waste Disposal System Repair and Rehabilitation Projects),
Series 2017, from the Clean Water State Revolving Fund program, all as is more
specifically set forth in the TWDB’s Resolution and accompanying documentation, to
which documents express reference is made; and

WHEREAS, by letter dated April 27, 2021, the Authority has requested that the
TWDB amend the previous resolution, TWDB Resolution No. 17-058, to expand the scope
of Project No. 73764 to include a sanitary sewer rehabilitation project in the Woodlands
and a planning project for the Woodlands;
WHEREAS, the original project for which financial assistance was provided has
been completed and $23,791,395 remains unused;
WHEREAS, the additional project elements as proposed by the Authority are
eligible projects within the Clean Water State Revolving Fund program; and

WHEREAS, the TWDB hereby finds that the amendment(s) to the term of this loan
is reasonable and that the request is in the public interest and will serve a public purpose;
and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Texas Water Code, the TWDB has carefully
considered all matters required by law;

NOW, THEREFORE, based on these considerations and findings, the TWDB resolves
as follows:
1. The commitment of the TWDB to provide financial assistance for the construction of
certain wastewater system improvements is amended to include additional sanitary
sewer rehabilitation and a study; and
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2.

that all other terms and conditions of TWDB Resolution No. 17-058 shall remain in
full force and effect
APPROVED and ordered of record this the 7th day of July, 2021.

TEXAS WATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD
_______________________________
Brooke T. Paup, Chairwoman

ATTEST:

DATE SIGNED:______________________

_________________________________
Jeff Walker
Executive Administrator
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Attachment 3

